
Even in these modern high-tech times, when data and information can be conveniently stored in tiny USB 
devices, we still have a physical space in our homes in which to keep and file away documents and objects 
we consider important. Now Ron Gilad, the eclectic Israeli designer, has reinvented the classic “secretaire”. 
To meet this need, Secret was created. No more old-fashioned desks with drawers, compartments for files, 
cabinets protected by intricate locks: their place is now taken by a triangular unit to suspend from a wall at 
any height, its bottom section opening up to reveal its secrets. Inside are tiny shelves and drawers in which 
to file away documents, letters, small books and other objects that need to be safely stored for retrieval at 
will. Thanks to a clever system of stay-rods, the lower part becomes a worktop to use when writing or to 
support a laptop or tablet. Which is why Segreto also has all the most modern multimedia connections. The 
unit comes in eucalyptus or American walnut finishes that make it easily matched with any interior décor. 
The external structure and the door frame can be made of walnut or eucalyptus while the internal structure 
is always lacquered in matt black.

FEATURES
Original triangular shaped desk designed to fulfill specific functions created by modern technology. The 
external structure and the door can be in American walnut or in Eucalyptus, but the internal structure is 
always finished in black matt lacquer.
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eucalyptus - American walnut
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TOP, DOOR
Composite panel of MDF and sheet aluminium (1 mm thick), covered with wood veneer in Eucalyptus 
(Eucalyptus Globulus) or American walnut (Juglans Nigra).

SIDES
MDF panel covered with wood veneer in Eucalyptus (Eucalyptus Globulus) or American walnut (Juglans Nigra). 
The inside of the sides is covered with a folded painted sheet metal guard that contains the opening system.

BACK PANEL
Chipboard panel covered in melamine facing, painted in specific colour for the product.

SHELF WITH SIDES
MDF panel covered in melamine facing, painted in specific colour for the product.

LOWER PROFILE
Painted extruded aluminium with plastic accessory trays and electrical wiring. 
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BACK PANEL

DIMENSIONS

SSQ/12/40

desk
W 1200 H 400 D 400
W 47 1/4” H 15 3/4” D 15 3/4”

2 international UNEL power socket
2 USB recharge (5V - 1A)

n. 2 trinket 
trays

Notes
Total weight capacity of the unit 
kg 40 uniformly distributed.
Door capacity when used as desk 
top kg 30 uniformly distributed.

The two capacities cannot be 
summed.
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the finishes shown are indicative and refer to the entire production range. We recommend that you consult the 
“colour range” samples which shown the complete range of finishes, including those not shown here. molteni&c
reserves the right to modify the range without warning.
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